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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

DPC 129 

TRfu~SCRIPT OF PRESS, RADIO AND TELEVISION NEWS BRIEFING 
TUESDAY, AUGUST 5, 1975, 12:4~ P.M. _ 

(ON THE RECORD. UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 

MR. ANDERSON: I have just one brief reminder, 

and that is ·follov.:ing the 1 unch today, the working .lunch 

and we have copies of the guest list of that for you -- with 

the Japanese Prime Minister, in the Thomas Jefferson Room on 

the 8th Floor, the Secretary and the Foreign Minister will 

sign an Agreement on Cooperation in the Field of Environmental 

Protection. 

Any questions? 

' 
Q Bob, the Soviet Union today declined to issue 

multiple use exit and entry visas to a foreign correspondent. 

As you know, this is provided for w1der the European Security 

Conference Final Act. And when this was drawn to the Soviet 

attention at thE?~ Foreign Office -- le·t. me f;lee if I can quote 

you the relevant sections -- an official told two 

American correspondents who were refused ·that the operative 

clause in the paragraph was that the multiple visas would be 

issued quote on the basis of arrangements unquote. 

He said ·that this meant that the subject had to be 
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between the Governments of the Soviets Union and, in this 

case, the United States. Is there any State Department, 

position on this? This is a violation, or app~rent violation, 

of the Agreement already, number 1. 

A Well, l~t me make two comments, Henry. 

Number 1, I saw the ticker just as I walked in, so I 

_haven't, obviously, had time to look into it. But I think 

that the second comment with regard to the CSCE, I think it 

' 
has been amply pointed out that there_ are not legal obligations 

that have been underta_Ken by the parties to --this treaty. But 

we will be discussing this, I am sure, with the Soviet Union. 

Q That was my point, Bob. There was a great 

fuss about-nothing if the violation is going~to pe ignored. 

A I 1 m not saying it is going to be ignored. 

Q Do_you know whether Soviet correspondents in 

this country have multiple entry visas?·-

-
A I would have to check. -I really don't know. 

Q Bob, you just said that there are no legal 

obligations under this treaty. Are you now calling it a 

treaty? 

A I'm sorry. I withdraw the word 11 treaty" as 

such. Under the Final Act of the Conference on Security 

and Cooperation. 
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Q Do you intend to get an answer on this then? 

A I 1 11 look into it, Henry. As I said in the · 

beginning, I just saw the ticker probably about thirty 

seconds after you did. 

Q Bob, co~ld you also look into whether the 

United States is going to start making quote 

arrangements, and, if so, what~that will require. And 

is it_ goi~g .to be a whole new negotiation? 

A I'll just have to look. into it, Marilyn. 

Q I 1 m j us_t_adding to the question. 

A Sure. Will do. 
------------ ------..._..., 

Q Bob, there 1 s a story in today' s Washing-ton Post 

which speaks of a delay in the issuing of ex~or~ licenses for 

goods contracted by Israel. Can you comment on that? The 

Post goes on ·to say that this applies to export licenses that 

have expired and have not been:renewed. -"Mr. Funseth yesterday· 
~ -

said that the hol~down on Israeli deliveries applied only 

. 
to new technology. The story today speaks of o·ther equipment 

·as well. 

Q Just in part it refers to that, and to other 

licenses for stuff already contracted for. 

Q Is there a delay in deliveries or in issuance 

of export licenses? 
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A Let me give you what I cart here. The 

pip.eline of delivery of military ejuipment t;,o Israel is '" 

generally open. For example, shipments since ~pril 1 are -
vt'lueef<a~ someth·ing more than $100 million. 

Q Are you-talking about military shipments, Bob? 

A _ Yes. 

There are certain items~where deliveries have not 
~----------------------------------------------------

been made for such reaso~s as not being available, production 

schedules, special technology. And as we have indicated 

previously, requests fo;r;. some.items representing new or 

advanced technology remain pending until completion of the 
...____ ________ M"·--~-••·~~· : .• ~ ·--~·~·--~·· ~--~cC. •·•·'•·•=••• ·•·· CCc .... ~C.•c -· =••· • ··~ .. < ~·· •···~ ·---, 

reassessment. 

Q New or 

.A New or advanced technology remain pending until 

completion of the.reassessment. But, as I mentioned in the 

beginning here, the pipeline remains generally open with a, 

steady flow of deliveri~s. 

Q Change the. subject? 

Q Wait. a minute. 

A Yes, Marilyn. 

Q You said in some cases·· there is a problem of 

product~on schedules. m1at about the cases where there is 

no problem with production schedules and supplies? 



A Marilyn, this all that I have. There are 

variousreasons that I've tried to give you hers. And this 

is all that I've been able to dig out so far on this. 

Q Bob, could you rule out whether any of the 

items that have not been delivered have not been delivered 

for political reasons relating to pressure on Israel to be 

more forthcoming in. the negotiations? Do you rule that out 

as one reason? 

A Well, the question, Ma~vin, I think, of 
-----=-:.._. ___ ;..____:.; _______ . 

on Israel to~~ more_forthcoming in. the negotiations, 

I think that has been dealt with on a number of occasions. 

We do not consider that pressure is the answer. This is a 

very difficult negotiation in which again, a~ ha~ been said 

before, both partie_s are going to have to give in their 

respective positions. If they don't, there isn't going to 

be a successful negotiation. 
---.......__,..:.·--···-·~:"·"~...---

And ·as-for our role in these negotiations, we are 

not the advocate of either side. We are doing our best to 

transmit the ideas back and forth between the governments, 

giving at times our suggestions regarding-one side's 

position as we pass it on to the other where we think that 

progress can be made if the other side might wish to consider 
I 

the suggestions that we make. But I really think that it's 



not accurate to say that we are pressuring Israel. We're 

not trying to pressure either side, because if we do, in my 

view, there will not be a successful conclusio~ of these 

very important negotiations. 

Q ·Is that_a negative to my question then? You 
---

do rule out political pressure as one reason for these 

delays? 

A I rule out the question of political pressure, 

yes, Marvin. I ·really do. I don't accept the word 11 pressure 11 

here because that is n~~ the approach that either the 

President or the Secretary is taking, as I think · 

they have both made far more eloquently clear than !.have. 

Q More specifically to the thrus~ ot the story, 

did the Secretary or any other high official order the 

Pentagon not to ship equipment in recent months --by recent 

months I mean the last couple of months -- that would normally 

have been shipped-because of. the negotiations? 

A I get the thrust. On that I honestly just don't 

know. There are so many different items in the pipeline. I 

haven't kept track of every item in the pipeline. I just do 

not know the answer to that. 

Q Can you rule out that the Secretary ordered 

the Munitions Control Board not to move too quickly? 
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That was not ruled out as of yesterday. 

A I just don't know, Marilxn. I don't know 

on that. 

Q A:Oother subject? 

A Sure. 

Q - What is the State Department reaction to 

Japan's apparent concession ~o the terrorists? 

A Jim, the JAL aircraft landed 

in Kuala Ll.:IJilpur this morning about 8:15 our time. At the 

present time the authorities of the Government of Malaysia. 

are in contact with the· terrorists. And I would like to say 

two things here. One, I wish yeu would check the transcript 

of yesterday where tl:J.is was gone into at some, length. And 

number two, I just want to say, at this particular time, 

as little as possible about this on a public podium because 

obviously you can see that this is a· very delicate time. 

Q L though=.: perhaps you had solidified something 

since yesterday. 

A No, we haven't solidified anything. The 

Japanese Government and the Malaysian Government are doing 

their best to try and seek the release of the hostages. 
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Q Can I go back to an earlier subject? 

A Yes, Marilyn. 

Q Could you take those questions that we 

asked about whether orders were put out ror a slow down 

on either shipments or .licenses? 

A Let me do what I can to try and be helpful 

on this. 

Q Is this a diplomatic signal rather than 

diplomatic pressure. 

A What do_y9u mea~? 

Q The slow down in arms shipments.-

A . ·! On this question of slow down, Itve-

indicated that the pipeline is generally open~ ~'ve said 

that since April 1 there has been a hundred million dollars 

worth of military equipmept, materiel, going.- I've tried 

to give some examples of some of the reasons why. I don't 

·- -·-
CO!·Sider it a diplomatic -- I • m not trying to give any 

(iiplomatic signal here, frankly. I'm just try:tng to give 

out all the facts I was able to get you. 

[Continued.on page B-1] 

• 
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Q I would like to ask a question which was 

asked several times during the Senate hearings on this 

sale of HAliK missiles to Jornan. There are delays in 

supply of arms, items, to Israel, while the Administration 

is dying to sell HAWK-missiles to Jordan, and negotiating 

a new arms -deal with North Yemen. Can you descri~e what 

- ~ 

is the difference between Israel and the other side to 

the conflict? 

.Let me just make one comment on this, 

because I frankly don r£ want -to get into 

the HAWK missile business that we have gone into so many 

times. But, as you know~yourself, that the question of 

deliveries there -- I think it was, as I recall: in the 

1978-79 time period, is when a good deal of this package 

would be del~vered. And so it isn't a question of trying 

to have something be put on a boat tomorrow or the next 

day, or something like th9-t. I would, frank~l:'.' 

on the HAWK m~ssile deal.-- we know where it stands the 

letter has been r~submitted. And this will obviously 

have to be discussed in full-with the Congress when it 

returns in September. I just don't think at this point 

there is anything further that I can give you on it. 
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Q I was asking about the difference in attitude. 

Q Bob, the question was whether the Administra-

tion is dying is the Admipistration really=-dying to do 
' 

this? 

A I would ·have questioned the use o£.the par-

ticular verp "dying." I was going to let that paf!S, 

. frankly. 

Q How much material remains in this open pipe-

line? 

--· 
A I do not-know. ·I can look into that. I will 

not promise that I can give you anything on that because 

of the nature of the military supply relationship 

that we have with Israel. I am not sure that this is some-

thing that we would-want to, or can, give out. But I will 

try and look into it. 

Q Also, when you say that the pipeline 

is generally open, is your use of the word "generally11 

dictated only by these production delays and other prac-

tical matters? 

A 
... 

As I also mentioned. there were some 

items held up pending the completion of the reassessment. 

I am just trying to bring that in, which we have all known.--·· .. • 

all along. 
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Q Bob, while you are getting figures, since 

we are able to say a hundred million have gone since 

April lst,~can you tell us-~ 

A ~-More than a hundred million, but I don't 

have the exact figures. ------
Q . 7'- can you see i.f you can find out what the 

value is of pending orders for which licenses have not 

been issued? 

A I. will try, Marilyn, but whether I will 

be able to get something, I don't know, but I will be glad 

to look into it. 

Q I want to follow up Lars' question. Also 

you said the pipeline is generally open. Yeste~day, when 

the ~ington ~-was doing the story, the pipeline was 

quote "open" • _ 

less open? 

Has something happened that it has gotten 

A To my knowle~ge, I don't know who in the 

State Department said "open" or whether this was done in 

a conscious way or not. J'.1y guidance here is that it is 

generally open for the reasons that I have statedo 

Q Could you describe which type of weapons 

have been shipped since April 1? 
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A No, I cannot get into the security informa-

tion like that. I really can't do ~t. 

Q_ Can you find Qut also whether licenses that 

have if licenses have expired, if a new license is 

requested, this is considered a new contract or a new 

order, as opposed to just the renewal of an old license? 

-
A No. I get your question. Let me see if 

I can get anything on that for you. 

g I think that I didn't get a reply to my 

question~ My question:-·was the different attitude which 

the Administration taKes towards the Israeli request and 

the Arab request? 

A Well, with regard to, frankly; our attitude 

towards Israel, it-has been stated very categorically by 

the President, the Secr~tary, and other high officials 

in the Administration. And I think you know it as well 
-~ 

as I do.that we are fu~ly committed to the s~curity and sur-

vival of Israel. There is a continuing military relation-

ship that we have with Israel. The pipeline, as I have 

said, is generally open and _that things are going forward. 

And I just do not know what else I can say, if I get the 

purport of your particular question. 
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Q Bob, on the negotiating side itself, you 
·~· 

said that our suggestions on occasion have been passed 

on to accelerate the negotia~ing pace. Has tne negotiation 

now reached the point where American suggestions are 

critical in determining the outcome of the negotiation? 

A·· I can't answer that specifically, Marvin. 

- . 
·What I was trying to indicate earlier, as we all know, in 

the case of the two previous interim agreements, the Secre-

tary woulq give his comments on one side's po.sition to the 
.. 

other side. And this nas been done in the case of the 

current negotiation. The question of whether there would 

be a need for a so-called American plan, which a number 

of people have asked about in the past, I da~not think 

has been. reached. ·It may not become necessary. There 

are still substantial differences. As the Secretary has 

said, progress is being made. 

He now is going t:o be meeting Amb_assador Dini tz, 

as you all know, this afternoon. Herman Eilts is here. 

Eilts will wait here and carry back -- the plan is for 

him to carry back to Cairo the Israeli reaction to the 

latest Egyptian ideas. And that is where we stand at the 

moment here. 
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Q Bob, is it fair to draw the conclusion 

that what you have just said indicat~s that active diplomacy 

is. going on-;- .a!?:d existing policy being carried =·out.? That 
.. 

is what you have just said seems to suggest to me, and 

yet you said two or three times this morning that until 

the completion of the reassessment, it would seem that~u 
- . 

are going ahead with an operating policy on the one hand, 

but on the other hand, you are still reassessing your 

policy. Do. you see what I mean? 

A ·we have to- find ·out, 

--
obviously, if an agreement is going to be possible. This 

is part of the reassessment process. The reassessment 

is not completed. We do not know. There is.-no terminal 

date· when it is going to be completed,as of now. 

Q -Does the reassessment affect any other coun-

try apart from Israel in terms of military supply? 

A I believe it_ affects the other countries in 

the area, in the immediate area. 

Q Has it affected them specifically? 

A As far as I know it has. 

Q What he said was, what the reassess-

ment means is no new commitments for high technology equipment • 

... ;. 
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What about the HAWK? 

A Marilyn, I really don't want to go back 

into the HAWK business. This was something that 

Q I· am sure you don't. 

A Well, no, because I have given my all on 

that • 1\.nd we explained in great detail the timing of 

_this, and that thi~ was something that was under consider-

ation long before the r~assessment began in March, in late 

' 
March. 

Q Has a date been.set for this Israeli aid 

delegation to come here? 

A I did not check that specifically between 

the time Bob met with you yesterday and today. ·As far 

as I know, I saw Roy and Joe Sisco and others today, 

and this was not mentioned,.but I did not bring it up 

speci cally. I will check it. I don't.believe there 

is any date been set yet. 

Q Bob, is the purpose of the meeting between 

the Secretary and the Ambassador this afternoon strictly 

for the passing on of the· Egyptian message, or ~-rill there 

be consultations at that time? In other words, will it be 

a relatively short meeting, just the passing on of the message? 
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A I cannot tell you the length of the meeting, 

how long it will be. It is my understanding, Ted, that 

the basic pur~ose of the meeting is to pass on· to Ambassa-

dor Dinitz the latest Egyptian ideas. But I cannot tel!1 

you how long it is goipg to be or what the nature of the 

discussion is going to be. I hope we can have a read-out 

·after it is over. 

Q Do you know whether there is a new map, a 

new Egyptian map? 

A No , I do -n.ot . 

Q Is Mr. E.il ts going to be at the -meeting 

with Dinitz? 

A I would very much doubt it. ~s far as I 

know, he has not been at past meetings between the Secretary 

and Ambassad~r Dinitz. 

Q Who will be there? Atherton? 

A My guess is_Under Secretary Sis~o will be 

there, and probably Peter Rodman. That is the pattern 

of the past. 

Q Do you have any feeling on when and if the 

Secretary might go to the Middle East again? 

. A Obviously this is not ruled out, as we 

have ·said before. But there are still no current plans> 
~ ', 
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for him to go to the Middle East. 

Q There was a report that was brought up 

here last wee~. that advance geople have already gone 

out to the Middle East. Is that correct? 

A I never ·checked it.. But. I have never heard 

of any advance people going out to the Middle East on our 

'part at all. I am unaware of that. If I am wrong, I 

will get back to you. 

Q That includes Secret Service. 
~ 

A I will look into that, too, b-ut I am unaware 

of any advance teams going out. And, as I say, the Secre-

tary_just has no current plans. The time has not come for 

that, to make any definite plans as yet. 

· Q If he leaves, will that be a signal that he 

is going to present an American plan? 

A As I said earlier, it is very difficult to 

speculate on that. As I believe I said earlier, it may 

not be necessary, if the two positions can come together 

withoqt having an_American plan of some sort presented. 

I just do not think that that is answerable right now. 

Q Are consultations underway between people 

in the·State Department and people in Congress about the 
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possibility of stationing some kind of American technicians 

-·-· 

in the Sinai? 

A To my knowledge, no. There are no consul-

tations on this subject. I think that this would have 

to await further devel"opments. If both sides decide to --- ----- " 

make such a-formal proposal, then it would logically 

·some point after that -- be the -time to discuss this 

with the Congress, as the Secretary made very clear at 

his press 9onference in Milwaukee. There will be the 

fullest consultation, 1£ this question actually arises. 

And I underline the word "if" at this stage. 

Q Thank you, Bob. 

[The briefing terminated at 1:10 p.m.] 

' '. 



....,.~t"m'!P"for-n-FcmY~efflif7."c,oexistence with Israel in a 
Palestinian state side-by-side with Israel. 

-3-

The Moked platform stressed that peace 
agreements must be the result of negotiations 
between the parties free of dictates or pre-con
ditions. Israel must make it clear that she is not 
seeking to annex territories but the areas taken 
in the defensive war of 1967 will be held as a 
guarantee and returned in exchange for peace, 
the platform said. 

Guests attending the opening of the convention 
included Arye Eliav and Marsha Freedman of 
the independent Socialist faction in the Knesset; 
Eliezer Ronen of Mapam; and other left-wing 
personalities. Meir Tzaban. Moked's represen
tative in the Histadrut executive, said an emer
gency economic program was the only way to 
fight inflation and unemployment. 

FORD, JEWISH COMMUNITY LEADERS 
DISCUSS DOMESTIC. FOREIGN ISSUES 
By Helen Silver 

WASHINGTON. June 27 {JTA) --President 
Ford discussed matters of national and inter
national concern with 30 Jewish community 
leaders from all parts of the country at a ~eeting 
in the White House late Thursday afternoon. The 
meeting. which was not announced to the press 
beforehand, was described by White House Press 
Secretary Ron Nessen as having nothing to do 
with politics. The Jewish representatives at
tending were leaders on the "grass roots" level 
rather than the heads of major national organi
zations. 

During the course of their discussion which 
lasted two hours, though originally scheduled for 
less than one hour, Ford characterized Israel 
as "the linch-pin for the area (the Middle East) 
in terms of peace and security there," reiterated 
the u.s. military and moral commitment to Is
rael, which he said was very evident and indicated 
that he was amenable to a compromise with re
spect to funding Israel's economic and military 
needs for the transitional quarter between the 
end of fiscal 1976 and the start of fiscal 1977. 

The meeting was reported to have been 
arranged by Max Fisher of Detroit, a national 
Jewish leader and personal friend of the Presi
dent. Ranking Administration official attending 
included Gen. Brent Scowcroft, chairman of the 
National Security Council, and Alan Greenspan, 

chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors. 
According to Nessen, the meetings was "one of 
a series" the President has been having "not 
just with Jewish leaders." 

One of the participants said afterwards "it 
was one of the best meetings I have ever seen 
the President have with any group. It was a 

candid exchange of views and 1 U1ink the group 
left with the sense that the President has been 
honest with them. Although he didn't answer 
their questions 100 percent as they might have 
wanted, it was a very warm and friendly atmos
phere. •• 

Compromise On Funding Indicated 

With respect to the $375 million in transi-
t tiona! quarter funding approved for Israel in the 

Senate's version of the foreign aid bill, Ford 
said he could not see his way, uin terms of our 
own budget situation of agreeing to $375 million 
but somewhere 'I.Vithin those figures there is a 
way we can compromise it without a stalemate.'' 
He was referring to the difference between the 
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$375 million and the $200 million ceiling p~o-
posed by the Administration. · 

Ford denied reports that he had told Con
gressional leaders he would veto any measure 
that contained one dollar above the $200 mil
lion. He said he was aware that the Israelis 
have indicated they would have a short-fall 
of $80 million by the end of the transitional 
period if they received only $200 million but 
observed that "If reasonable people can get 
together, we hope to be able to solve it so that 
Israel will not have a short fall." 

Absolutely Committed To Israel 

Ford assured the group that he was abso· 
lutely committed to Israel and "could not stand 
idly by when there were questions about Israel's 
security and survival. Israel occupies a very 
strategic piece of land in an area of importance 
to all the world, although Israel does not have ' 
some of the mineral resources other countries 
in that area have .... Israel is the linch-pin for 
the area in terms of peace and security there." 

He made the point that in the two years that 
he has been President, Israel received more· 
than 40 percent of the total aid it has gotten 
from the U.S. between 194 - 975.~
that Israel receiv ~6.5 billion ·nu.s. aid. ~ 
during the 27 months of or dministration ..__ 
budgets. including transitional quarter funding. 

The President said he would have to com
plete his review of the specifics of legislation 
now pending to combat the Arab boycott of· 
Israel before discussing them or taking a , 
strong stand. But h~ ~~it~~~~ed his strong per-·~ -.~ 
sonal views against discriminatory hoycotts. 

With respect to Soviet Jewry, the group 
agreed with Ford that it was too late in the 
year to provide aid from a legislative ,.;ew..; 
point. Ford said, however. that he hoped ways 
could be found to "break the log jam.t' He 
said he was ''not interested in talking about 
blame in the situation but how do we improve 
it ... 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE JULY 4, 1976 

Office of the White House Press Secretary 
(Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) 

-----------------------------~------"---------------------------------
THE WHITE HOUSE 

TEXT OF A LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT TO 
YITZHAK RABIN, PRIME MINISTER OF ISRAEL 

Dear Mr. Prime Minister: 

The ~merican people join me in expressing our great satisfaction that the 
passengers of the Air France flight seized earlier this week have been 
saved and a senseless act of terrorism thwarted. 

Sincerely, 

GERALD R. FORD 

# # # 

{ 
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IO~OIIRI~ THill ARI GRAVE CHARG£1 ANO IT IS CLiAA~Y 
THE DUTY OF THJI COUNCI~ TD CONI!OIR THIM ZN LIGHT OF 
THI FACTI ANO INTIRHAT!ONAL. LAW 1 
AI MIMIIRI OF THll COUNCIL KNOW, I. HAYI lf'OKIN 
IIYI~AL T!MII IARLIIR THII YEAR IN THIS COUNCIL 
OIFINDJNI, THI PRZNCJPLI OF TIRRXTORIA~. IOV!RIJGNTY 
IN AFRICA, S RIAF,UtM IT 'TODAY t IN ADOIT!ON TO THAT 
PRINCIPLI 1 TWIRl ARE OTH!R IAIIC PRIN~!P~~~ AND ZSIUIS 
AT IT~KI IN THI QU!IT%0N IIFOR£ US TODAY, WI MUIT I! 
OIIPLY CONCIRNIO WITH THI PROBLEM 0'· A!R PIRACY AND 
THE CALLOUI AND PIRNIGIOUI Ul! OF JNNOCINT POIPLI AS 
HOITAGI. TO f'ROMOTI POLITICAL INDI 1 TH,I-COUNC%1. CANNOT 
FO"IIT THAT THI ZIRAILI DP!RATION IN UGANDA WOULD NEVIR
HAYI I!IIN CONIXDIR!D'OR CDMI AIOUT~ HAO THI HIJACK%~& 
OF TMI AIR ,RANCI F~IGHT 'ROM ATHIN8 NOT TA~IN P~AC!t 
~IT Ul RIVSIW TMI ClRCUMITANCII I~RROUNOSNG TH! 
ISRAELI ACTION AT INTIBI! AIRPORT, ON JU~Y ., SN 
ORDI~ TO RIICUI TH! RIMAZN!NI Sll MOITAGII THAT HAD 
Ill~ HIJACKIO IN THI AIR FRANC! AIRIUI - . 
AND TAKIN TO UGANDA, liRA·~ liNT A I.MAL~ MI~ITARY 
FORCI TO INTIBII AIRPORT~ THIS 'ORC! IUCCIID£Q lN 
RIICUJNG THOI HOITAGII· ANO RITURNXNG TO liRA!~• THRl! 
OF THI HDSTAGII, ONI SIRAIL% SOLDII~, I!VIN C, TH! 
TIRROR!ITI, ANO A NUMB!R 0' UGQANDAN ·O~DliRI WIR! 
AP,ARINTLY K%LLID, AND I!Y!RAL UGAN,AN AXRCRA'T W!R! 
DIIT~OY£0 1 THI ZIRIAL! 'ORCI WA8 ON THE GROUND 'OR AN 
HOUR AND A HAL' ANO OIPART!O 'OR 18RAIL AS SOON AS 

l:.::~~:o:~~~~~ ~~ ~g~~~~~= ;~:~~~~;AS!e NIQ!ISARI~¥ 
INYOLYID A TIM~ORAR¥ IRIACM 0, THI TI~RlTORAlL INTIGRZTY 
OF UIANOA~ NORMA~~¥ 8UCH A IRIACH ~OU~Q II lMP!RMSSIZI~! 

~~~::a::~H~;::Tt: :F~~~~-~:J::~s::;~o=~~~T TO Ull . 
~IMITIO 'OACI 'OR TH PROTICT!ON D,i ONitl ONN NATtONALI 
FROM AN lMMININT THRIAT· 0, INJURY OR DIATH IN A 
IITUATION WHIRl TMI ITATI IN WMOII T!RR%TORV THIY 
ARI ~OCATIO IZTHIR II UNWI~~ING OR UNAI~I TO PROT!CT 
TMIM 1 .THI RIGHT1 F~OWZNG ,ROM THI ~ .. %QHf O.fi'.IIL,•DI,NI£ 1 
ll ~ZMITIO TO IU;H Uti: 0, ,ORCI AI IN-NICIIIARY AND 
'''RDPRIATI TO PROTICT TMRIATINID N~TlONA'I 'RDM ZN~URY 1 
THI R!QUIRIMINTI Ofl' TH!I fUIMT TO 'RPTICT'.NATIONALI 
WIRC. CLIARL¥ MIT ZN THE IN!IBII CAlC,· liRAIL' HAD GOOD 
RI.80N TO II~ZIVI~THAT AT 'THE TZMI IT ACTIO ISRAI~l 
NATIONA~I WIRI IN ZMMlNINT DANG!R 0,, IMICUtlON SY THI 
HJJACK!RI 1 . MORIOYIR_, THI ACTIONS NICIIIAR'f 'TO R!f.IAII 
THI liRA!t.l ~lVII HAD INOT BIEN TAKEN~I¥ THE GOVIRNMINT 
OF UGANDA, NOR ~AI TH!~I A RIAIONAI~I IM,ICTATtON IUCH 
ACTIONS WOULD II· TAKEN. IN 'ACT, THIRI IS IUIITANTll~ 
IVtO!NCI THAT THI IOVIRNMINT D' UGANDA COCPI~AT8D WZTH 
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lN'O AMIMIAISY Tl~ AVIV PRIORITY 1411 
AMIHIAIIY CONAKRY 511 
AMIMIASIY NAIROBI Ill 
AMIMIAIIY COTONOU PRIORITY ate 
UI~O P!K%NI PRIORITY Ill 
AMIMIAIIY PARll PRIORITY 4117 
AM!MIAIIY IIORIITOWN PRZORITY 11r 
AMIMIAIIY ROMI PRIORITY 1117 
AMIMIAIIY TOKYO PRSORSTY 41it 
AMIMIASIY TRlPO~l PRIORITY Sit 
AMIMIAIIY li~AMAIAD PRlDRtTY 1•11 
AMIMIAIIY PANAMA PRIORITY 811 
AMIMIAIIV IUCHARIIT PRIORITY 471 
AMIMIAIIV ITOCKHO~M PRIQRITY Jl7~ 
AM!MIAIIV MOSCO" PRIORITY erlt 
AMIMeAIIY ~QNQON PRIOR!TV 1111 
AMIMIASIV OAR II IA~AAM ~R!ORITV 14~1 

UNC~AI IICTXON a, O' 4 UIUN 1141 

DIPT PLI ~All OAU POITI AI OIIIRID 
THAT ZSRAI~' MIGHT HAYI SICUR!O TMI RI~!AII 0, tTl 
NATXONA~I IV CCMP~¥ZNG WZTM TH! T&RADR%1Tit DIMANOS CANNOT 
A~T!R .Hill CONC~UIZONS, NO I!ITI z• - . -
RIQUIR!O TO Y%1~0 CONTR~· OVIR P!RSO~I IN ~AW,UL CUITOOY 
JN ITI TIRRITORY UNDIA CRIMINA~ CHARGII 1 MOR!OV!R, IT WOU~D 
II A I!~'•DIPIATZNG AND DANGIROUI PO~ICY TO RI~EAI! PRZ8DNIRI1 
CONVZCTID IN IOM! CAlli 0,: IAR~IIR ACTI 0, T!RRORliM, ·z~ . 
ORDIR TO ACCIOI TO TH£ DIMANDI 0, THI~TIRRORII?I, 
IT IHOU~D IIi !MPHAIIZID 'TH6T THIS AII!ISM!NT 0' 
THI ~!IA~lTY 0' liRA!~! ACTlONI-OIPENDI HAVI~Y 0" 

~::,~=~~~~:L~~~R~~;~~~:~~;.o:,:s~: ;::,J:f~~=·;:~ :;TlTUDI 

~: +==MU,~N~~=c~~~=o;~i~~:&ai~::::AI~~Nc:i~"w:: ;:;~:~;~C~I~It 
IT ll TO !I· HOPID THAT TH!IE UNIQUE CZRCU~ITANC!I WlL~; NOT .. 
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IN,O AHIMIAIIY CONAK~Y 184 
AHIMIAIIY NAIROBI 811 . 
AMIMIAIIY TIL.~ AYIY PRIQIUTV 1414 
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AMIMIAIIY ROMI PRZORJTY 1888 
AMIMBASIY TOKYO PRIORITY 41&2 
AMIMIAI$Y TRIPD~I PRIORITY.OII 
AMIMIAIIY ti~AMAIAO PRIQRIT¥ l'll 
AMIMIASIY PANAMA PRIORITY 828 
AMIMIASIV IUCHARIIT PRIORITY 4,8 
AMIMIAIIY ITOCKHDLM PRIORITY lt'S 
AHIMIAIIY MOICO" PRXORITV 1121 
AMIMIAIIY LONDON PRIORITY 1117 
AMIMIAIIY DAR 18 IAL.AAM PRIORITY l4~1 

UNCL.~I IICTJON I D, 4 U'UN 1141 

DIPT PAll OAU POITI AI O!IJRIO 
CONTRACTING ITATI TO MAK! HIJApKINI AN O'FINII 
PUNIIHAILI IY IIWIRI PENA~Itll• EACH CONfRACTZN&· 
ITITI !I A~ID BOUND ·TO TAKI IUCH MliiURII-AI MAY BE 
NECIIIAY TO IITAB~JIH ITI ~UAIIOZtT%0~ OYIR THE 
O,,INI! 0,. HZJACK%NI AND ANY OTHI~ ICT 0, VlO~!NCE 
AIASNIT PAIIINIIRI QR CRIW D' A ~JJACKIO AIRCRA'T 
WHICH COMII WITHIN ITI'. TIFUUTORY, .· ACCOAIUNI'J. TO .. · THI 
CONV!NTIDN, A CONTRACTING ITATI IHA~~~TAKI ~~~ 
APPRO,RSATI MIAIURII TO RIITORI CONtRa~ 0, THC AlRCRA'T 
TO ITI LA~'UL.· COMMANDIR 1 . IT "UIT A'IO 'ACl~%TlT! THI 
CONTINUATION 0, THI J0URN!Y 0' TMI ,AII!NGI~I. AND CRIW 
AI IDON AI PRACTICAI~I ANO IHA~~· WITHOUT O!~AY RITURN 
THI AIRCRI'T AND, ITI CARlO TO PIRIONI LAW'U~LY INT%T~ID 
OT ll P01811110Nt 'SNA~~¥ 1 !IT MUIT TAKI~THI HIJACK~RI 
INTO CUITODY AND ltTH~R PROI!CUT! 0~ IX1RADITI tH!MM~ 

RICA~t.IO 
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TO IICITAT!· WAIHDC lM~IOlATI 1112 

ZN'O A~IMIAIIY TIL: AVIV PRIORITY 5•11 
AMIMIAIIV NAI"Ot% Ill . . , 
AM!MIAIIY CONAKRY SIS 
AMIMIAIIY CONTONDU PRIORITY ttl 
UILO P!KlNQ PRIORITY ill 
AMIMIAIIY PARll PRIORlTY •see 
AMIMIAIIY IIORGITOWN 'RIOR!TY 188 
AMIMIA$8V ROME PRIORITY Bill 
AMIMIAIIV TOKYO PNSORITY 4111 
AMIMIASt¥ TRIPOLI PRIORITY Ill 
AMIMIAIIY IILAMAIAD PRIORITY 1411 
AMIMIAIIY PANAMA PRIORITY Ill 
AM!MIAIIY IUCHARIIT PRjORITY 411 
AMIMIAIIY STOCKHOLM PRIORITY ll11 
AMIMIAIIY MOSCOW PRIORITY 0111 
AMIMIAIIY LONDON PRIORITY 1118 
AMIMIAII¥ OAR II SALAAM PRIORITY &441 

UNCLA8 IICTZON 4 0, 4 UIUN 2849 

OIPT PLI PAll OAU POSTS AI Dlll~ID 
AMMAN WH!~I OIC!NT ~~0-~1 WIRE ~lYING UNDIR VIRY TRYING CONOtT!ON8 
ONLY WZTH THI HI~P 0, UNRWAt HAVINI IEIN IXP!~L!O ,ROM T~I!R . 
HOMII ZN IOMI CAlli NOT· ONCI IUT TWSC!, IN ll41 AND &11,~-
ANO ANOTHIR PICTURI WHICH WILL N!YIR LIAYE MY MZNOI . 
THI CONDZTSON 0, KARAM!H A'TIR' THI AA%D ON THAT VILLAGE, 
ON THI OTHER HAND TH!RI II~ AN !QUAL~r· VZVlD PICTURE 0, 
JIWI lUTH ACCIII TO "RAY AT THI WAZ~IN8 WALt.• OR, !YIN MORI 
VIVID, THOll HORRORI 0, IUCHINWA~o,··oACHAU, AND AUICHWtTZi 
TO MY A'RZCAN 'RIINQI HIR! ANO 1~1 WM!RII- ON TH! lSSUI~O, 
THI LI!IRATION 0, IOUTHIRN A,RICA, MY IOVIRNMINT HAl PUT -
ITSIL, IQUARILY ON TH!i 810! 0,. THOll WHO 8!1K MAJQR,TY RU~E . 
WITH THI OITIRMZNATION TMAT IT Bl ACHIIVEO 8¥ PIAC!,U~ MIAN8t 
I AM HAPPY THAT POLICY HAl I!!N AOO,TID WHlt.E A AM -
Hill• - - -
IUT' TO MY ARAI ANO A'RICAN ,RliND8 ~ lAY HIR! AND NOW TMIRI MAY 
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